The Amulet of Kings
by Wenengrus Monhona

In the first years of the First Era, a powerful race of Elves called the Ayleids, or the Heartland High Elves, ruled central Tamriel with an iron hand. The high and haughty Ayleids relied on their patrons, the treacherous Daedra Lords, to provide armies of daedra and dead spirits; with these fearless magical armies, the Ayleids preyed without mercy upon the young races of men, slaughtering or enslaving them at their whim.

On behalf of the suffering human races, St. Alessia, the first in the line of Cyrodilids, sought the aid of Akatosh, the Dragon God of Time, and ruler of the noble Aedra. Akatosh, looking with pity upon the plight of men, drew precious blood from his own heart, and blessed St. Alessia with this blood of Dragons, and made a Covenant that so long as Alessia's generations were true to the dragon blood, Akatosh would endeavor to seal tight the Gates of Oblivion, and to deny the armies of daedra and undead to their enemies, the

Daedra-loving Ayleids.

In token of this Covenant, Akatosh gave to Alessia and her descendants the Amulet of Kings and the Eternal Dragonfires of the Imperial City. Thus does Alessia become the first gem in the Cyrodilic Amulet of Kings. The gem is the Red Diamond in the middle of the Amulet. This is the Symbol of the Empire and later taken as the symbol of the Septim line. It is surrounded by eight other gems, one for each of the divines.

So long as the Empire shall maintain its worship of Akatosh and his kin, and so long as Alessia's heirs shall bear the Amulet of Kings, Akatosh and his divine kin maintain a strong barrier between Tamriel and Oblivion, so that mortal man need never again fear the devastating summoned hosts of the Daedra Lords.

But if the Empire should slacken in its dedication to the Nine Divines, or if the blood of Alessia's heirs should fail, then shall the barriers between Tamriel and the
Daevidic realms fall, and Daedra-worshippers might summon lesser Daedra and undead spirits to trouble the races of men.

Trials of St. Alessia

Akatosh made a covenant with Alessia in those days so long ago. He gathered the tangled skeins of Oblivion, and knit them fast with the bloody sinews of his Heart, and gave them to Alessia, saying, 'This shall be my token to you, that so long as your blood and oath hold true, yet so shall my blood and oath be true to you. This token shall be the Amulet of Kings, and

the Covenant shall be made between us, for I am the King of Spirits, and you are the Queen of Mortals. As you shall stand witness for all Mortal Flesh, so shall I stand witness for all Immortal Spirits.'

And Akatosh drew from his breast a burning handful of his Heart’s blood, and he gave it into Alessia’s hand, saying, ‘This shall also be a token to you of our joined blood and pledged faith. So long as you and your descendants shall wear the Amulet of Kings,
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then shall this dragonfire burn -- an eternal flame -- as a sign to all men and gods of our faithfulness. So long as the dragonfires shall burn, to you, and to all generations, I swear that my Heart’s blood shall hold fast the Gates of Oblivion.

So long as the Blood of the Dragon runs strong in her rulers, the glory of the Empire shall extend in unbroken years. But should the dragonfires fail, and should no heir of our joined blood wear the Amulet of Kings.

then shall the Empire descend into darkness, and the Demon Lords of Misrule shall govern the land.’

-- from the liturgy of the Re-Kindling of the Dragonfires

Början

My job right now is to get you to safety.
Kejsaren 1

You are the one from my dreams...

Emperor Uriel Septim

Kejsaren 2

Then the stars were right, and this is the day.

Emperor Uriel Septim
Kejsaren 3

Gods give me strength.
Emperor Uriel Septim

Kejsaren 4

Perhaps the Gods have placed you here so that we may meet.
Emperor Uriel Septim
Kejsaren 5

That is not what you will be remembered for.
Emperor Uriel Septim

Kejsaren 6

So do we all, but what path can be avoided whose end is fixed by the almighty Gods?
Emperor Uriel Septim
Listen. You know the Nine? How They guide our fates with an invisible hand?

Emperor Uriel Septim

I've served the Nine all my days, and I chart my course by the cycles of the heavens.

Emperor Uriel Septim
The signs I read show the end of my path. My death, a necessary end, will come when it will come.

Emperor Uriel Septim

Your stars are not mine. Today the Atronach shall aid you with your appointed burden.

Emperor Uriel Septim
But in your face, I behold the sun’s companion. The dawn of Akatosh’s bright glory may banish the coming darkness.

Emperor Uriel Septim

I can go no further. You alone must stand against the Prince of Destruction and his mortal servants. He must not have the Amulet of Kings!

Emperor Uriel Septim
Take the Amulet. Give it to Jaufrre. He alone knows where to find my last son.
Emperor Uriel Septim

Find him, and close shut the jaws of Oblivion.
Emperor Uriel Septim
They say it's the Dragon Blood, that flows through the veins of every Septim. They see more than lesser men.

Baurus

Wynon Priory 1
Quest updated

Deliver the Amulet
29th of Last Seed, 36433

I've arrived at Weynon Priory. Now I must take the Amulet of Kings to Jauffre.

Continue
Jauffre 1

I'm Brother Jauffre. What do you want?

Jauffre

Jauffre 2

I brought you the Amulet of Kings. The Emperor sent me to find you.

Jauffre
Emperor Uriel? Do you know something about his death?

I was there when he died. He gave me the Amulet of Kings.
You brought me the Amulet of Kings? This cannot be. Let me see it.

Jauffre

[Give Jauffre the Amulet]
By the Nine! This IS the Amulet of Kings!

Who are you? How did you get this? What do you know of the Emperor’s death?
Jauffre 9

As unlikely as your story sounds, I believe you. Only the strange destiny of Uriel Septim could have brought you to me carrying the Amulet of Kings.

Jauffre 10
Who is the Prince of Destruction?
"Close shut the jaws of Oblivion"...?

The Prince of Destruction he referred to is none other than Mehrunes Dagon, one of the lords of the demonic world of Oblivion.
The Emperor’s words—“Close shut the jaws of Oblivion”—certainly suggest that he perceived some threat from Oblivion.

But all the scholars agree that the mortal world is protected from the daedra of Oblivion by magical barriers.
How can Oblivion threaten us, then?

I'm not sure. Only the Emperors truly understand the meaning behind the rituals of coronation.
The Amulet of Kings is ancient. Saint Alessia herself received it from the gods. It is a holy relic of great power.

When an Emperor is crowned, he uses the Amulet to light the Dragenfires at the Temple of the One in the Imperial City.
With the Emperor dead and no new heir crowned, the Dragonfires in the Temple will be dark, for the first time in centuries.

Jauffre

It may be that the Dragonfires protected us from a threat that only the Emperor was aware of.

Jauffre
The Emperor asked me to find his son.

I am one of the few who know of his existence. Many years ago, I served as captain of Uriel’s bodyguards, the Blades.
One night Uriel called me in to his private chambers. A baby boy lay sleeping in a basket. Uriel told me to deliver him somewhere safe.

He never told me anything else about the baby, but I knew it was his son. From time to time he would ask about the child's progress.
Now, it seems that this illegitimate son is the heir to the Septim Throne. If he yet lives.

Jauffre

Where can I find Uriel's son?

Jauffre
His name is Martin. He serves Akatosh in the Chapel in the city of Kvatch, south of here.

You must go to Kvatch and find him at once. If the enemy is aware of his existence, as seems likely, he is in terrible danger.
And please, let me know if there's anything you need. My resources here are limited, but I will help in any way I can.

Jauffre

Guest added: Find the Heir

The daedra Prince of Destruction. An inveterate foe of all mortal races.

Jauffre
He was involved with Jagar Tharn’s plot against the empire years ago. It doesn’t surprise me to find his hand in the current calamity.

He is a priest in the Chapel of Akatosh in Kvatch. He never knew that he was Uriel Septim’s son.
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You need to find him at once and bring him safely back here.

Kvatch 1

Come on! Run while there's still time! The Guard still holds the road, but it's only a matter of time before they're overwhelmed!
Kvatch 2

Run? From what?

Kvatch 3

Gods' blood, you don't know, do you?
Kvatch 4

Daedra overran Kvatch last night! There were glowing portals outside the walls! Gates to Oblivion itself!

Hirtel

Kvatch 5

There was a huge creature... something out of a nightmare... came right over the walls... blasting fire. They swarmed around it... killing...

Hirtel
Kvatch 6

The whole city can't be destroyed.

Kvatch 7

Go and see for yourself! Kvatch is a smoking ruin! We're all that's left, do you understand me? Everyone else is dead!
How did you escape?

It was Savlian Malius... some of the other guards... helped some of us escape... they cut their way out, right through the city gates.
Kvatch 10

Savlian says they can hold the road. No... no, I don’t believe him. Nothing can stop them. If you’d seen it, you’d know...

Hirtel

Kvatch 11

I’m getting out of here before it’s too late! They’ll be here any minute. I’m telling you. Run while you can!

Hirtel
Kvatch close gate 1

What happened here?
What will you do now?

Savlian Matius

Kvatch close gate 2

We lost the damned city, that's what happened!

Savlian Matius
It was too much, too fast. We were overwhelmed. Couldn’t even get everyone out. There are still people trapped in there.

Savlian Matius

Some made it into the Chapel, but others were just run down in the streets. The Count and his men are still holed up in the castle.

Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 5

And now we can't even get back into the city to help them, with that damned Oblivion Gate blocking the way.

Savlian Matius

Kvatch close gate 6

What will you do now?

Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 7

The only thing we can do.

Savilian Matius

Kvatch close gate 8

We’ll try to hold our ground, that’s what. If we can’t hold this barricade, those beasts could march right down and overrun the encampment.

Savilian Matius
I have to try and protect the few civilians that are left. It’s all I can do now.

Savlian Matius

Some kind of portal to Oblivion. The enemy used them to attack the city -- they appeared outside the walls and daedra poured out.

Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 11

They've opened one right in front of the city gates. Until that Gate is closed, the best I can do is try to hold these barricades.

Savlian Matius

Kvatch close gate 12

You mean the priest? Last I saw him, he was leading a group towards the Chapel of Akatosh.

Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 13

If he's lucky, he's trapped in there with the rest of them, at least safe for the moment. If he's not...

Savlian Matius

Kvatch close gate 14

Quest updated: Find the Heir

Help
Kvatch
Martin
Oblivion Gate
Prophet

Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 15

Kvatch close gate 16

You want to help? You're kidding, right?
Savlian Matius
Kvatch close gate 17

Hmm... if you’re serious, maybe I can put you to use. It’ll likely mean your death, though.

Savillian Matius

Kvatch close gate 18

Are you sure?

Savillian Matius
Quest added: Breaking the Siege of Kvatch

I'll do whatever I can.
No, I don't think so.

Savilian Matius

I don't know how to close this Gate, but it must be possible, because the enemy closed the ones they opened during the initial attack.

Savilian Matius
Kvatch close gate 21

You can see the marks on the ground where they were, with the Great Gate right in the middle.

Savilus Matius

Kvatch close gate 22

I sent men into the Gate, to see if they could find a way to shut it. They haven't come back.

Savilus Matius
If you can get in there, find out what happened to them. If they're alive, help them finish the job. If not, see what you can do on your own.

Savalian Matius

The best I can say is, good luck. If you make it back alive, we'll be waiting for you.

Savalian Matius
Kvatch close gate 25

Kvatch close gate 26
Kvatch close gate 27

Kvatch close gate 28
Kvatch close gate 29

Kvatch close gate 30
Kvatch close gate 31

Kvatch close gate 32

**Breaking the Siege of Kvatch**

I have closed the Gate by taking the Sigil Stone that anchors it within Oblivion. I should tell Savlian Matius that the way into Kvatch is now open.

Continue
Kvatch close gate 33

You closed the Gate? I knew you could do it! This is our chance to launch a counterattack!

Savolian Matius
Kvatch enter city 2

I need you to come with us. You've got far more combat experience than these men.

Savlian Matius

Kvatch enter city 3

Are you able to join us now? I can wait, but not for long. We've got to move quickly, before they have a chance to barricade the city gate.

Savlian Matius
Kvatch enter city 4

For Kvatch!
Saolias Matius

Kvatch enter city 5

Quest updated

Breaking the Siege of Kvatch
6th of Heartfire, 3E433

I have entered the ruined city of Kvatch with Saolias Matius and his men. We must clear the southern plaza before the survivors in the Chapel can be rescued.

Continue
Kvatch enter city 6

Quest updated

Breaking the Siege of Kvatch
6th of Heartfire, 36433

I have helped Savilian Matius and his men retake the southern plaza. I should talk to him about our next move.

Continue

Kvatch enter city 7
Kvatch enter city 8

Ha ha! We wiped the bastards out!  
Savlian Matius

Kvatch enter city 9

It’s safe to pull those people out of the chapel. Let’s get in there and make sure they’re all right.  
Savlian Matius
Kvatch enter city 10

Come on. This is only the beginning of the battle for Kvatch. We can discuss the next phase once the civilians are safe.

Saulian Matius

Kvatch enter city 11

Autosaving...
Kvatch enter city 12

Kvatch enter city 13

The area is clear? Then as soon as Captain Matius gives the order, I'll escort the civilians to safety.

Tierra
Kvatch enter city 14

Brother Martin? Yes, he's right over there. He led a group of us here during the confusion of the attack. We owe him our lives.

Tierra

Kvatch enter city 15
I didn't expect any of us to live this long. Maybe we're not doomed, after all.

Berich Inian
Kvatch enter city 18

Brother Martin? Yes, he's right over there. He led a group of us here during the confusion of the attack. We owe him our lives.

Berich Inian

Finding Martin 1
I heard about how you helped the guard drive the daedra back. Well done.

Brother Martin

Come with me. You're in danger. The Emperor told me to find you.

Brother Martin
Danger, you say? You came here to tell me this?

Brother Martin

Explain yourself or leave me alone. There are many others here who actually need your help.

Brother Martin
You're Martin, right? The priest?

Yes. I'm a priest. Do you need a priest? I don't think I'll be much help to you.
I'm having trouble understanding the gods right now.

Brother Martin

If all this is part of a divine plan, I'm not sure I want to have anything to do with it.

Brother Martin
There is a plan. We’re part of it.
Gods or not, we need your help.

Brother Martin

What plan? What are you talking about?
Brother Martin
I prayed to Akatosh all through that terrible night, but no help came. Only more daedra.

Brother Martin

What can you possibly know that would help me make sense of this?

Brother Martin
You are Uriel Septim's son.

Emperor Uriel Septim? You think the emperor is my father?
No, you must have the wrong man. I am a priest of Akatosh. My father was a farmer.

Brother Martin

The daedra came here for you. The Emperor knew you were in danger.

Brother Martin
An entire city destroyed to get at me? Why?

Brother Martin

... Because I'm the emperor's son?

Brother Martin
Why would I lie to you?

Brother Martin

I don't know. It's strange... I think you might actually be telling the truth.

Brother Martin
What does this mean? What do you want from me?

Brother Martin

Come with me to Weynon Priory.

Brother Martin
You destroyed the Oblivion Gate, they say. You
gave them hope. You helped them drive the
daedra back.

Brother Martin

Yes, I'll come with you to Weynon Priory and
hear what Jauffre has to say. Lead on.

Brother Martin
Priory attack 1

The player is not in the SE world.
Get back to the SE world.
CathaS > 1000

You must help! They're killing everyone at Weynon Priory.

Priory attack 2

Hold on. Tell me what happened.
Priory attack 3

I don’t know! I think they’re right behind me! Prior Mavrel is dead.

Priory attack 4

Who’s attacking Weynon Priory?
I was in the sheepfold when they attacked. I heard the Prior talking to someone.

Gronor

I looked around the corner to see who it was. They looked like travellers, ordinary.

Gronor
Suddenly weapons appeared in their hands and they cut the Prior down before he could move! They saw me watching and I ran.

Cronor

Where's Sauffre? Is he safe?

Cronor
Priory attack 9

I don't know. In the Chapel praying, I think. You must help us!

Cronor

Priory attack 10

Gods blood! They came out of nowhere. Have you seen Grandmaster Jauffre?

Brother Piner
Priory attack 11

I don’t know where Jauffre is. Gronor said he was in the Chapel.

Brother Piner

Priory attack 12

Quick! He may need our help!

Brother Piner
You're back. Thank Talos!

They attacked without warning. I was praying in the Chapel when I heard Prior Maborel shout. I had just time to arm myself.
The Amulet of Kings! I fear that was the target of this attack. I kept it in a secret room in Weynon House.

Jauffre
Priory attack 17

*We need to go see if it is safe.*

Jauffre

Priory attack 18

*I'll go check on the Amulet.*

Jauffre
We'll go together. But I fear the worst.

Jauffre

They've taken it! The Amulet of Kings is gone! The enemy has defeated us at every turn!

Jauffre
I found Martin. He is safe.

So it has not all gone against us. Thank Talos for that! We gained Uriel's heir, and lost the Amulet of Kings.
Priory attack 23

Martín cannot stay here. We have driven them off, but they will be back once they learn of Martín’s survival. Which they will.

Jaufré

Priory attack 24

Where will Martín be safe?

Jaufré
Nowhere is truly safe against the power arrayed against us. But we must play for time, at least...

Cloud Ruler Temple, I think. The hidden fortress of the Blades, in the mountains near Bruma. A few men can hold it against an army.
Cloud Ruler Temple was built long ago, by the founders of the Blades, back in the days of Reman Cyrodiil.

It is high in the mountains near Bruma... our ancient fortress, sanctuary, refuge of last resort. Martin will be as safe there as anywhere.
The coronation of each new Emperor is sealed when he uses the Amulet of Kings to light the Dragonfires in the Temple of the One.
The Dragonfires of Akatosh remain lit until the death of the Emperor. His successor then lights them anew upon ascending to the throne.

Jauffre

With Emperor Uriel dead and no successor crowned, the Temple of the One will be dark for the first time in centuries.

Jauffre
Cloud Ruler Temple 1

Cloud Ruler Temple 2
I don't mean to sound ungrateful. I know I would be dead by now if it weren't for you. Thank you.

Brother Martin

But everyone expects me to suddenly know what to do. How to behave.

Brother Martin
Cloud Ruler Temple 5

They want an Emperor to tell them what to do. And I haven’t the faintest idea...

Brother Martin

Cloud Ruler Temple 6

We need to get the Amulet back.

Brother Martin
Cloud Ruler Temple 7

Of course, The Amulet of Kings. So we... I... can take it to the Temple of the One and light the Dragonfires. And stop the Oblivion invasion.

Brother Martin

Cloud Ruler Temple 8

And you will be the Emperor.

Brother Martin
Cloud Ruler Temple 9

The Emperor... that's an idea that will take some getting used to.

Brother Martin

Cloud Ruler Temple 10

In any case, we need the Amulet first. Maybe Jaufré will know where to start.

Brother Martin
Cloud Ruler Temple 11

Cloud Ruler Temple 12

All practitioners of daedric magic are familiar with the almost impenetrable barrier between our world and Oblivion.

Brother Martin
What the Emperor told you implies that the Amulet is the key to the preservation of that barrier.

Brother Martin

If the Amulet is truly the key to restoring the barriers between our world and Oblivion, you must waste no time in recovering it.

Brother Martin
Cloud Ruler Temple 15

You're right. We must try to recover the Amulet before the enemy takes it out of our reach.

Jauffre

Cloud Ruler Temple 16

You should go back to the Imperial City. Baurus may have learned something about the assassins.

Jauffre
You’ll find Baurus at Luther Broad’s Boarding House in the Elven Gardens district of the Imperial City.

The assassins who killed the Emperor were part of a daedric cult known as the Mythic Dawn.
Baurus 3

Apparently worship the Daedra Lord Mehrunes Dagon. I've been tracking their agents in the Imperial City, I guess they noticed.

Baurus 4

The enemy has the Amulet. I found Uriel's hair.
Thank Talos he lives! Martin Septim, you say...
We will restore him to the throne! It is the
sworn duty of all Blades.

The enemy has the Amulet.
What? They took it from Jauffre? Things are worse than I had thought.

What's our next move?
There's a scholar at the Arcane University. Tar-Meena's her name. Supposed to be an expert on daedric cults.

Why don't you take that book to her, see what she makes of it. I'll keep running down leads on the Mythic Dawn network.
If you learn anything, you can find me at Luther Bread's. May Talos guide you.

Quest updated: The Path of Dawn
Sökandet börjar 1

Sökandet börjar 2
Sökandet börjar 3

The Mystic Archives have a large collection of books. Look around, and you may learn a thing or two.

Sökandet börjar 4
Sökandet börjar 5


Sökandet börjar 6
Sökandet börjar 7

Sökandet börjar 8
They follow the teachings of Mankar Camoran, whom they call the Master. A shadowy figure in his own right.

I found one of their books.
Sökandet börjar 11

Ah yes. "Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes," wonderful! You have a scholarly interest in daedric cults, then?

Sökandet börjar 12

I need to find the Mythic Dawn.
`Find them, eh? I won't poke my nose any further. Official business and all that. I'm used to working with the Blades, don't worry. Say no more.

Tar-Meena`

`In any case, finding them won't be easy. I've studied Mankar Camoran's writings a bit myself, at least those that I could find.

Tar-Meena`
It is clear from the text that Mankar Camoran’s “Commentaries” come in four volumes, but I’ve only ever seen the first two books.

I believe that his writings contain hidden clues to the location of the Mythic Dawn’s secret shrine to Mehrunes Dagon.
Those who unlock this hidden path have proven themselves worthy to join the ranks of the Mythic Dawn cult. Finding the shrine is the first test.

Tar-Meena

If you want to find them, you'll need all four volumes of the "Commentaries."

Tar-Meena

Sökandet börjar 17

Sökandet börjar 18
Sökandet börjar 19

Here, you can have the library's copy of Volume 2. Treat it gently, if you please!

Sökandets början 20
As I said, I've never even seen the third and fourth volumes. You should try First Edition, over in the Market District.

Tar-Meena

Phintias, the proprietor, caters to specialist collectors. He may have an idea of where to locate those books.

Tar-Meena
The "Commentaries" are contemporary with Tiber Septim, over 400 years ago. So he is unlikely to still be alive, although you never know.
Sökandets början 27


Tar-Meena

If it exists, it would be an artifact of great -- and evil -- power.

Tar-Meena

Sökandets början 28
No one knows how widespread the cult is, or where their shrine to Mehrunes Dagon is located.

Tar-Meena

It was so nice chatting with you. Be sure to let me know how your hunt for the Mythic Dawn turns out.
I'm Phintias, owner and proprietor of the First Edition. Look around. If I don't have it, maybe I can get it.

Bokförsäljaren 2

Gray Fox
Imperial City
Mysterium Xarxes
Rumors

Bokförsäljaren 3
You must be referring to Mankar Camoran's "Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes." A common mistake.

It comes in four volumes. The first two volumes are rare, but you may run across them from time to time. The third and fourth are impossible to find.
I need volumes 3 and 4.

I happen to have a copy of Volume Three on hand, but I'm afraid it is a special order. Already paid for by another customer. Sorry.
Gwynas would be terribly disappointed if it was gone when he came to pick it up. So sorry I can’t help you.

Quest updated: The Path of Dawn
I don't know him personally, but he was very eager to get his hands on Volume 3 of Camoran's "Commentaries." Came all the way from Valenwood!

As a matter of fact, he's already late for his appointment to pick up the book.
Feel free to wait for him if you want to speak to him yourself.

Bokförsäljaren 12

Quest updated: The Path of Dawn

Bokförsäljaren 13
I'm afraid I couldn't sell it to you for any price. I've already promised it to someone else, and my word is my bond.
I wish I had one, but I've never even seen a copy.
Very well. I hate to deny a dedicated scholar... like yourself. I'll sell it to you, if you must have it.
Buy Volume 3 for 100 gold.

100 gold? No thanks.

I hope you'll keep us in mind for all your specialty book needs!
I now have Volume 3 of the four books I need. I should wait for Gwinas to come to the store, and see why he wanted it.

Phintas told me that Gwinas is on his way to pick up his copy of Volume 3. I should wait for him to arrive and find out what Gwinas knows.

The Path of Dawn

BOOK THREE

The Tower touches all the mantles of Heaven, brother-novitiate, and by its apex one can be as he will. More: be as he was and yet changed for all else on that path for those that walk after. This is the third key of Nu-mantia and the secret of how mortals become makers, and makers back to mortals. The Bones of the Wheel need their flesh, and that is mankind’s heirloom.

Seth-breakers beware, for their traitors run through the nymic-paths, runner dogs of prolix gods. The Dragon’s Blood have hidden ascension in six-thousands years of aetherial labyrinth, which is Arena, which they yet deny is Oathbound. By the book, take
Away from you one by one. You are exalted in eyes that have not yet set on you; you, swain to well-travelled to shatter of mantles. You, brother, are to sit with me in Paradise and be released of all unknowns. Indeed, I shall show you his book and its soul-and-many-feathered rubric so that you can put into symbols what you already know: the sphere of destruction is but the milk of the unenslaved. I fault not your stumbling, for they are expected and given grace by the Oils. I crave not your downfalls, though without them you might surpass me even in the coming Earth of all infinities. Lord Uagon wishes you no ills but the momentous. And as he wants, you must want, and so learn from the pages of God this: the Ritual of Want:

Whisper to earth and earth, where the meddlers take no stones except to blood, as blood is blood, and to the cracking of bone, as bone is bone, and so to crack and answer and fall before the one and one, I call you Dragon.

As brother and king.

Hides of drought: 7 and 7, draught of Oil, 1 and 1, circles drawn by wet Vibellites; three concentric and let their lower blood fall where it may, a birth watched by blackbirds; Hearthfire ist. Incant the following when your hearing becomes blurred:

Enslaved, all the children of the Aubia As it is.

Enraptured, he who finally goes unrecorded.

Recorded, the slaves that without knowing turn the Wheel.
The Path of Dawn

Gwynas told me that Volume 4, the last book I need, can only be given to you by a member of the Mythic Dawn. He had set up a meeting with one, whom he called "The Sponsor". He was to go alone and sit at the table in the Sunken Sewer beneath the Imperial City. I will go and take that meeting instead, but should find Baurus first.

The Path of Dawn

I now have Volume 3 of the four books I need. I should wait for Gwynas to come to the store, and see why he wanted it.

Gwynas,

Your interest in the writings of the Master has been noted. You are taking the first steps towards true enlightenment. Furthermore, and you may yet join the exalted ranks of the Chosen.

If you wish to continue further down the Path of Dawn, you will need the fourth volume of the Master's "Commentaries on the Mysteries".
If you wish to continue further down the Path of Dawn, you will need the fourth volume of the Master's "Commentaries on the Mysterium Tarvis." It can be obtained only from a member of the Order of the Mythic Dawn. As your designated sponsor, I will pass on my copy to you if I deem you worthy.

Study the first three volumes of the Master's writings. Look for the hidden meaning in his words, as best as you are able.

When you are ready, come to the sunken sewers under the Elven Grotto in the Imperial City. Come alone. Follow the main tunnel until you reach the room with the table and chair. Sit down. I will meet you there and give you what you desire.
words as best as you are able.

When you are ready, come to the Junkan Sewers under the Elven Gardens in the Imperial City. Come alone. Follow the main tunnel until you reach the room with the table and chair. Sit down. I will meet you there and give you what you desire.

The Sponsor

You're not easy to get a hold of. What have you found out?

Baurus
Mythic Dawn
Mythic Dawn meeting
Tar-Meena

This just might be the break we’ve been looking for! Good work.

Hitta kulen 8

Hitta kulen 9
We need to get that fourth book, then. If Tar-Meena is right, we can use these books to locate the Mythic Dawn's hidden shrine.

Hitta kulten 11

Let's go. I know that part of the sewers well.

Hitta kulten 11
Hitta kulten 12

The sewers run underneath the whole Imperial City. There are access points in every district.

Hitta kulten 13
The Blades have occasion to use them in our undercover work, as well as a means to move around the city without attracting attention.

Daurua

Follow me. I know how to get to the part of the sewers where we need to meet the Sponsor.
Hitta kulten 16

Hitta kulten 17
Alright. The room with the table is just through this door. I always wondered who put it there.

I happen to know that if you go up the stairs there, you can get a vantage point on the meeting room.
I think I'd better be the one to handle the meeting. You'll be my backup. Keep watch from above in case of trouble.

Daurus

I'll meet the Sponsor.
Alright, I'll cover you.
I'm not ready yet.

Daurus
Good. Remember, we must not leave here without the book. It's our best chance of finding the Amulet.

Quest updated: The Path of Dawn

I'm ready when you are.
Listen, I may not survive this. But if I don't, you must. You must recover the book and find the Amulet of Kings.

You leave me little choice. I understand. We'll do it together. Don't worry, I never fail.
I'm glad to have you at my back. Okay. Let's do this.
The Path of Dawn
21th of Heartfire, 3E433

The Sponsor wants Baurus dead! I need to get the fourth book of Mankar Camoran’s “Commentaries” from him no matter what.

Continue

The Path of Dawn
21th of Heartfire, 3E433

I have the fourth and last volume of Mankar Camoran’s writings on the Mysterium Xarses. I can now piece together the clues within them to find the Mythic Dawn’s secret shrine. Maybe Tar-Meena can help.

Continue
Now that you have all four books, you should be able to handle things from here.

Baurus

I'm going to Cloud Ruler Temple. My place is at Martin's side.

Baurus
Ledtrådar 1

Ledtrådar 2
To find their secret shrine to Mehrunes Dagon, you’ll need to study the four volumes of Mankar Camoran’s “Commentaries.”

It is a fairly common practice of these kinds of esoteric cults to put hidden messages within their sacred writings.

Ledtrådar 3

Ledtrådar 4
In effect, simply by finding their way to the shrine, prospective members have already passed the first test on the road to "enlightenment."

You've piqued my curiosity about this puzzle. I will think on it myself and let you know if I have any ideas.
Ledträds 7

Check back with me tomorrow after I’ve given this matter some thought.

Tar- Meena

Ledträds 8

Imperial City
Mages Guild
Mankar Camoran
Mysterium Xarxes
Mythic Dawn
I turned up copies of the first two volumes from my colleagues, and I spent a little time perusing them.

Mankar Camoran certainly is a fascinating writer. Undoubtedly insane, but fascinating.
Ah, but more to the point, it appears to me that the first words of each paragraph may be significant. A message may be hidden there.

Tal-Meena

I'll continue to study the problem. Come by tomorrow if you like. I may think of something else.

Tal-Meena
Ledtrådar 13

Ledtrådar 14
I think I may have figured out the hidden message in Mankar Camoran’s books! Do you have the third and fourth volumes with you?

Tar-Meena

Yes, I have them right here.

Tar-Meena
Excellent. Let's see ... yes! The first letter of each paragraph spells out a message!

Tar-Meena

Write this down: “Green Emperor Way Where Tower Touches Midday Sun.”

Tar-Meena
Are you familiar with Green Emperor Way? The gardens around the Imperial Palace. Something must be revealed there at noon! How exciting!

Tar-Meena

I've half a mind to go down to Green Emperor Way myself and see what's there ... Well, good luck! I hope you find what you're looking for.

Tar-Meena
Ledtrådar 21

Ledtrådar 22
Ledtrådar 23

Ledtrådar 24
I have followed the clues hidden in the four volumes written by Mankar Camoran to a gravestone in Green Emperor Way. At noon, a map of Cyrodill appeared on the gravestone, with the location of the Mythic Dawn's shrine marked on it. I need to find my way into the shrine and locate the Amulet of Kings.
Gömstället 1

Gömstället 2

I have arrived at Lake Arilus Caverns. The secret Mythic Dawn shrine must be somewhere inside.
Gömstället 3

Gömstället 4
Welcome, brother. The hour is late, but the Master still has need for willing hands.

You may pass into the Shrine. Harrow will take you to the Master for your initiation into the service of Lord Uragon.
Do not tarry. The time of Preparation is almost over. The time of Cleansing is near.

Doorkeeper

Harrow awaits within. You should not linger here.

Doorkeeper
I am Harrow, Warden of the Shrine of Pagon.

By following the Path of Dawn hidden in the writings of the Master, Mankar Camoran, you have earned a place among the Chosen.
You have arrived at an opportune time. You may have the honor to be initiated into the Order by the Master himself.

Harrow

As a member of the Order of the Mythic Dawn, everything you need will be provided for you from the Master's bounty.

Harrow

Gömstället 11

Gömstället 12
Give me your possessions, and put on this initiate's robe.

Harrow

Give him all your possessions.

No, I don't think so.
Gömstället 15

[Give him all your possessions]
[No, I don't think so.]

Gömstället 16

Very good. Follow me. I will take you to the Shrine.
Gömstället 17

Gömstället 18
Gömstället 19

You should complete your initiation before we speak any further of that.

Mythic Dawn Guard

Gömstället 20
We have been preparing for the coming of Lord Dagon for many years. You come to us at a fateful time.

Mythic Dawn Guard
The Master has promised us that the Time of Preparation is almost over! The Time of Cleansing is almost here.

Mythic Dawn Guard
The Master is preaching in the Shrine as we speak! Hurry, you should not miss the chance to hear the Master’s words!

Mythic Dawn Guard

The Dragon Throne is empty, and we hold the Amulet of Kings!
Praise be to your Brothers and Sisters! Great shall be their reward in Paradise.

Gömstället 27

Gömstället 28
Your reward, Brothers and Sisters! The time of Cleansing draws nigh. I go now to Paradise. I shall return with Lord Dagon at the coming of the Dawn!
Mankar Camoran escaped to his realm of Paradise with the Amulet of Kings, and closed his magical portal behind him. But the Mysterium Xarxes itself is here in the shrine. I must get the Mysterium Xarxes. It is my only hope of finding a way to recover the Amulet now.
We have a new brother who wishes to bind himself to the service of Lord Dagon.

You have come to dedicate yourself to Lord Dagon's service.

Ruma Camoran
This pact must be sealed with red-drink, the blood of Lord Dagon's enemies.

Ruma Camoran

Take up the dagger and offer Lord Dagon the sacrificial red-drink as pledge of your own life's blood, which shall be his in the end.

Ruma Camoran
Gömstället 41

Jakten på ledaren 1
Jakten på ledaren 2

Jakten på ledaren 3
Jakten på ledaren 4

Do you have the Amulet?

Jauffre

Mr. Mankar Camoran escaped with it.

Jauffre

Jakten på ledaren 5
Jakten på ledaren 6

Please tell me you have some good news...

Jauffre

Jakten på ledaren 7

Maybe. I have the Mysterium Xarace.
Ah. Good. You should take that to Martin right away.

Jauffre

He'll be in the Great Hall, reading. He's hardly taken time to sleep since you left.

Jauffre
Ah, you're back. I told Jauffre not to worry.

Martin

... I can see you have bad news. You didn't recover the Amulet, did you?

Martin
Jakten på ledaren 12

No. But I have the Mysterium Xarzea.

Jakten på ledaren 13

By the Nine! Such a thing is dangerous even to handle!
Jäkten på ledaren 14

Jäkten på ledaren 15
I don’t know. Maybe.

I suspect that the secret of how to open a portal to Camoran’s Paradise lies within these pages.
But I will need time. Tampering with dark secrets, even just reading them, can be very dangerous. I'll have to proceed carefully.

In the meantime, you should speak to Jauffre. He was concerned about reports of spies in Bruma.
Jakten på ledaren 20

Jakten på ledaren 21
Emperor, Amulet, and Dragonfire— with these divine gifts, the daedra of Oblivion have been kept at bay for thousands of years.

Martin

While the Dragonfires burned, the divine barriers kept the daedra from making more than fleeting visits to our world.

Martin
But the Dragonfires can only be relit by an heir of the Septim Blood, wielding the Amulet of Kings.

This was the essence of Mankar Camoran's plot. He was undone only by the merest... chance... but his complete victory remains perilously close.
We must recover the Amulet of Kings and relight the Dragonfires, before it is too late to stem Daedra's invasion.
I hope Maritte knows what he's doing with that evil book. I fear for what it could do to him if he's not careful.

Jakten på ledaren 29
All, yes. I hope you can help. The gate guards have reported seeing strangers on the road for the past several nights.

I cannot leave Cloud Ruler undefended while my men search the whole mountain side, but these spies must be eliminated.
Jakten på ledaren 32

I will find these spices.

Jakten på ledaren 33

Thank you. Talk to Steffan. He can tell you where he has seen them.
Captain Guard in Drama may also be able to help. I've asked the Countess to have the guard keep an eye out for strangers.

Track down the spies and kill them. Find out what they know, and what they're planning, if possible.
I'm counting on you to eliminate those spies. We can't afford to let the Mythic Dawn operate out of Bruma with impunity.

Jakten på ledaren 36

Cloud Ruler Temple
Rumors
Spies
The blades

Jakten på ledaren 37
Jakten på ledaren 38

We always see them near the rune stones at dusk. They aren’t too woodsy, but Grandmaster Jaffire has forbidden us to range too far from the walls.

Captain Steffan

Jakten på ledaren 39

But it seems that you have been given the freedom to attack the enemy that we all grapple. Good luck. We will keep the Emperor safe here. Don’t worry.

Captain Steffan
Jakten på ledaren 40

Dawnfang has extinguished 2 lives.

Quest updated

Spies
Saves of Hearthfire, 36433
The Mythic Dawn agent named Saveri Faram is dead. I should continue to search for other spies and locate their base in Bruma.

Continue

Jakten på ledaren 41
Jakten på ledaren 42

The Mythic Dawn agent named Jearl is dead. I should continue to search for other spies and locate their base in Bruma.

Continue

Jakten på ledaren 43

I found a key marked 'Basement Key'. Perhaps this clue can help me locate a Mythic Dawn agent's base in Bruma.

Continue
Jakten på ledaren 44

Jakten på ledaren 45
Jakten på ledaren 48

Sent på ledaren 49
Excellent work. I knew I could count on you. The gods did not idly choose you as their agent, whatever you may think.

But it is clear that Manbar Cameron will soon bring all his power to bear against Bruma. I will warn the Countess of the danger.

Jakten på ledaren 50

Jakten på ledaren 51
Jakten på ledaren 52

You should speak to Martin. I believe he has made some progress with the Mysterium Narrows.

Jakten på ledaren 53

I will send word to the Countess at once of the danger to Bruma. You should speak to Martin about his progress with the Narrows.
I've deciphered part of the ritual needed to open a portal to Camoran's Paradise.

The Xarses mentions four items needed for the ritual, but so far I have only deciphered one of them: the 'blood of a Daedra Lord'.
In fact, daedric artifacts are known to be formed from the essence of a Daedric Lord, from whence they derive their great power.

Martin

Not an easy thing to come by, obviously, but we will need a daedric artifact. Bring it to me when you have acquired one.

Martin
Quest added: Blood of the Daedra

Quest updated: Blood of the Daedra

I've learned that the Mysterium Xarxes is both the gate and the key to Camoran’s Paradise. In some sense, the book is Camoran’s Paradise.
Mankar Camoran bound himself to the Karvax when he created his paradise, using dark rituals which I will not speak of further.

Martin

A gate can be opened from the outside, however. It will be more difficult, as I will have to temporarily bind myself to the book.

Martin
But I believe it can be done. I will continue working to decipher the arcane items needed for the binding ritual.

Martin

Daedric artifact
Daedric magic
Mysterium Xarxes
Oblivion Gate

Martin

Jakten på ledaren 62

Jakten på ledaren 63
I won't ask what you went through to obtain this, my friend. I know all too well the depravity of the princes of Oblivion.

Martin

Are you ready to give me the artifact?
Remember, the ritual will consume its physical form. It won't be seen again on Tamriel for many years.

Martin
Jakten på ledaren 66

Sanguine Rose removed.

What else can I do to help?

Quest updated: Blood of the Daedra

You should talk to Jaffire. He needs your help. Trouble down in Bruma, I think.

Martin

Jakten på ledaren 67
Jakten på ledaren 68

I've just received word from the Countess of Druma that an Oblivion Gate has opened outside the city.

Jakten på ledaren 69

It seems that the Machine Dawn are putting their plan to attack Druma into motion.
Since you’ve dealt with these gates before, I’d like you to help the Countess’s guard close this gate.

Once they’ve seen how it’s done, they should be able to handle any new gates on their own.
Jakten på ledaren 72

Captain Hurd is waiting for you outside the Bruma city gate. He'll show you the Oblivion Gate. Although I doubt it will be hard to find.
Jakten på ledaren 74

Thanks for coming. Since we had the Hero of Kvatch available, I didn't think it made sense to try this on our own the first time.

Jakten på ledaren 75
Jakten på ledaren 76

We're ready when you are. Just say the word and we'll follow you into that hell spawn gate.

Durd

Jakten på ledaren 77

Quest updated: Bruma Gate

Let's go.
Hold on. I'm not ready yet.
Jakten på ledaren 78

Alright, give me a minute to talk to the men. Everyone's a bit jumpy right now.

Jakten på ledaren 79

Alright, boys, listen up. We've got to close that gate over there.
Jakten på ledaren 80

Quest updated

Bruma Gate
25th of Heartfire, 16433
Burd and I have reached the Sigil Stone chamber. Now to close the Gate.

Continue

Jakten på ledaren 81
Quest updated: Bruma Gate

I closed the Gate with Captain Burd, I should ask him if he needs any more help from me.

Continue

It was an honor to serve with you, sir. Now that I've seen how it's done, I think my guardsmen and I can handle any new Gates that open near Bruma.
You did it, Captain! You closed the Oblivion Gate! We didn't think we'd ever see you alive again!

Believe me, it was no picnic. But thanks to our friend here, I now know we can close these hell-gates. We can defend Bruma!
Good work. Captain Burd and his guardsmen should be able to handle any additional attacks, at least for now.

But the Bruma Guard cannot defend the city indefinitely. The daedra of Oblivion are innumerable; the guardsmen of Bruma are not.
We need to gather what allies we can before Bruma is hopelessly besieged.

If the Mythic Dawn manages to open a great gate here, the city will need a stronger garrison for there to be any hope of defending it.
You should speak to the rulers of the other cities of Cyrodiil, as well as the Elder Council. Ask them to send aid to Bruma before it is too late.

Guest updated: Bruma Gate

What else can I do to help?
Martin made some progress on the Mysterium Narces while you were gone. You should speak to him about it.

I've figured out another item needed for the ritual to open the portal to Camoran's Paradise.
The second item is the counterpart to the first: the blood of a Divine. This was a terrible puzzle to me.

Martin

Unlike the Daedra Lords, the gods have no artifacts, and do not physically manifest themselves in our world.

Martin
How then to obtain the blood of a god? But Jauffre solved it. The blood of Tiber Septim himself, who became one of the Divines.

Martin

This is a secret remembered only by the Blades, passed down from one Grandmaster to the next. Jauffre should tell it to you himself.

Martin
So, Martin wants you to recover the Armor of Tiber Septim? I wish there was another way.

The Armor is in the Shrine of Tiber Septim, in the catacombs beneath the ruins of Sancre Tor. A holy place, once.
But Sanere Tor became evil long ago. No one has returned from the Shrine of Tiber Septim for many lifetimes.

What evil lurks in Sanere Tor?
I do not know. The catacombs of Sancre Tor were sealed by the first Grandmaster of the Blades.

The four mightiest Blades of Tiber Septim’s day, Alain, Valdemar, Rielus, and Casnar, went to Sancre Tor and never returned.
Jakten på ledaren 104

Here, this is the key to Sancre Tor's outer door. I fear I am sending you to your death, but we have no other choice. You must succeed.

Jauffre

Quest updated: Blood of the Divines

Aid for Bruma
Armor of Tiber Septim
Baurus
Cloud Ruler Temple
Dragonfires

Jakten på ledaren 105
An ancient relic of the first Emperor, why became the divine Talos, the patron of our Order.

Jauffre

The Blades built a shrine in the catacombs of Sancre Tor, on the spot where Liber Septim received the blessing of Akatosh.

Jauffre

Jakten på ledaren 106

Jakten på ledaren 107
The Armor has been there ever since. Before evil came to Sancetor, this shrine was a place of pilgrimage for all blades.

But no one has visited the shrine and lived to tell the tale in centuries.
Quest updated

Blood of the Divines
Lot of Frostfall, 30433

All of the cursed Blades of Sancre Tor have been destroyed. Their freed spirits have gone to the Shrine of Tiber Septim to try to dispel the enchantment laid upon it by the Underking long ago. I should go to the Shrine at once to see if they succeed in their final quest.

Continue
Blood of the Divines

The ghosts of the four cursed Blades have discovered the evil enchantment on the Shrine of Tiber Septim. The way to the Armor is now open.

Continue
Jakten på ledaren 114

Quest updated

Blood of the Divines

1st of Prist Pal, 3643

I have the Armor of Tiber Septim. Now to take it to Martin at Cloud Ruler Temple.

Continue

My progress on the Mysterium Xarxes is slow, I'm afraid. How goes your search for the Armor of Tiber Septim?

Martin

Jakten på ledaren 115
Jakten på ledaren 116

The Septim blood may flow through my veins, but you have the soul of a hero. The Armor of Tiber Septim himself! Jauffre will be amazed to see it.

Jakten på ledaren 117
You can reassure Jauffre that I will not destroy the armor. All I need is a scraping of Talos's divine blood.

The Blades are as touchy as priests about relics of Tiber Septim, it seems!
While you were gone, I’ve made some progress in deciphering the Mysterium Xarxes ritual. The third item we need is a Great Welkynd Stone.
You may have run across lesser Welkynd Stones; they are fairly common in Ayleid ruins. But a Great Welkynd Stone will not be easy to come by.

They have been plundered one by one over the years, due to their great value to mages and occultists.
There is only one place that is rumored to still contain one: the ruins of the Ayleid city of Miscarand.

A place where many have perished seeking its Great Stone. But nothing else will do, so you must succeed where all others have failed.
Tell me about Miscarcand.

The capital of one of the ancient Ayleid kingdoms which flourished in Cyrodil before the rise of Men.
It is said that the ruins are still haunted by the vengeful spirit of its last king. True or not, it is not a place to enter lightly. Be careful.

Martin

Jakten på ledaren 128

Great Welkynd Stone
Miscarcand
Mysterium Narxes
Oblivion Gate

Jakten på ledaren 129
Miscarcand is one of the most extensive Ayleid ruins in Cyrodiil. It was the capital of one of the ancient Ayleid kingdoms.

Martin

You might find ‘Glories and Laments Among the Ayleid Ruins’ useful. I have the library’s copy at my table if you need it.

Martin
Jakten på ledaren 132

I have entered the ruins of Miscarcand. Now I must find its Great Welkynd Stone.
Jakten på ledaren 134

You're back. And you've got the Great Stone...

Martin Septim

Jakten på ledaren 135
[Give him the Great Welkynd Stone]

I never thought to see a Great Welkynd Stone! As beautiful as all the old tales tell...

Jakten på ledaren 138

Jakten på ledaren 139
Out of course its beauty is a mask for its deadly power, like everything crafted by the Agincorse.

Now we need only one more item, and we'll be ready to open a portal to Mankar Camoran's realm...

Jakten på ledaren 140

Jakten på ledaren 141
What is the last item we need?

I should have seen it sooner.
Great Welkynd Stone removed.

It's the counterpart to the Great Welkynd Stone, just as the first two were the opposed powers of the daedra and the divines.

Martin Septim

Welkynd stones contain the concentrated power of Mundus; their counterparts are sigil stones, which are used to hold open Oblivion Gates.

Martin Septim
Jakten på ledaren 146

A Great Sigil Stone, then, is what we require.

Martin Septim

Jakten på ledaren 147

Sigil stone? What’s the catch?

Martin Septim
You're not going to like it. Jauffre doesn't like it. The Countess of Drums certainly isn't going to like it. - Martin Septim

Great Sigil Stones are the anchors of Great Gates. The kind of gate the Mythic Dawn opened at Kvatch. - Martin Septim
Jakten på ledaren 150

The kind of Gate the Mythic Dawn wants to open here to destroy Druma.

Martin Septim

Jakten på ledaren 151

So we let them open the Gate?

Martin Septim
I said you weren't going to like it.

Martin Septim

The risk is great. I know. I was at Kvatch. I saw the terrible power of the daedric siege engine.

Martin Septim
but we have no choice. The only way to recover the Amulet of Kings is to allow the Mythic Dawn to proceed with their plan to attack Druma.

At least you'll be safe here.
No, I'll lead the defense of Bruma myself. If I am to be Emperor, it's time I started acting like one.

Martin Septim

It's too risky. I'll lead the battle.

Martin Septim
Remember when we first met in Kvatch? I told you that I didn’t want any part of the gods’ plan.

I still don’t know if there is a divine plan, but I’ve come to realize that it doesn’t matter.
What matters is that we act. That we do what's right, when confronted with evil.

Martin Septim

That's what you did at Kvatch. It wasn't the gods that saved us. It was you.

Martin Septim
Were you acting for the gods? I don't know. But now it's my turn to act.

As you command.

Jakten på ledaren 162

Jakten på ledaren 163
Please, my friend. I need your judgement, not your obedience.

Martin Septim

I explain myself to you so you understand me. And so you can explain to the Countess.

Martin Septim
I'm afraid she may take a bit more convincing than you.

I'll inform the Countess at once.
Försvara Bruma 1

Good. Have her meet me in the Chapel of Talos for a council of war. That seems a fitting place to make such desperate plans.

Martin Septim

Försvara Bruma 2

A desperate plan indeed. This... Prince? Emperor? Martin would risk my whole city to gain a Great Sigil Stone?

Countess Harina Carvain
We must recover the Amulet.

Countess Harina Carvain

This is the only way to stop this invasion from Oblivion?

Countess Harina Carvain

Försvara Bruma 3

Försvara Bruma 4
Försvara Bruma 5

I must confess, you are the first person to speak of victory against these daedra.

Countess Harina Carvain

Försvara Bruma 6

This war has seemed hopeless to me, but what else was there to do but hold on and wait for a hero to arise to save us?

Countess Harina Carvain
And now it seems there is an heir to the throne after all, hidden at Cloud Ruler Temple... and perhaps a hero as well?

Countess Harina Carvain

Martin waits at the Chapel.

Countess Harina Carvain
You avoid answering my question ...

Countess Karina Carvain

Very well. Don’t think I doubt you. The rulers of Bruma have long had dealings with Cloud Ruler Temple. We know whom they serve.

Countess Karina Carvain
I will meet Martin at the Chapel. When all is ready, I will order my men to stop closing the Gates and prepare for battle.

Countess Harina Carvain

When you're ready for battle, the Countess will order her men to stop closing the Gates outside the city.

Martin Septim
We must allow the Mythic Dawn to proceed with their plan to open three lesser gates outside Bruma.
According to the plans you captured from those spies, they need the three lower gates open before they can open a Great Gate.

The Great Gate will allow them to bring out the siege machine to blast the walls of Bruma, just like at Koatric.
But it's our only hope to get the Great Seal Stone we need to complete the ritual. You'll have to act swiftly when the Great Gates open.

Martin Septim

Your Highness? I am Narina Carvain, Countess of Bruma, at your service.
There is no need for any formality at this time. I am not Emperor yet. And I am quite new to this notion of being heir to the throne.

Thank you for coming. I know I am asking for a great deal of trust. But this is the only way. I would not suggest it otherwise.
Your champion has already explained the situation to me. I have agreed to it. We will not win this war through caution.

You have a rare gift, to know when desperation is the path of wisdom. I will do everything in my power to defend your city, my Lady.
If Bruma falls, the Empire falls with us. So be it.

I am ready for battle when you are, champion. What say you?

Countess Narina Carvain
Let the battle begin.
I'm not ready yet.

So be it. Bruma's fate is in the hands of the gods now ... and yours.
Försvara Bruma 29

Försvara Bruma 30
Försvara Bruma 31

Försvara Bruma 32
Försvara Bruma 33

Quest updated

Great Gate
2nd of Frost Fall, 3E433

I reached the Great Sigil Stone and closed the Gate. The Battle of Bruma is won! Now to give the sigil stone to Martin.

Continue.
We won a great victory here today! We now have the means to recover the Amulet of Kings from Mankar Camoran.

Martin Septim
But we need to act quickly. Cameron will not take long to recognize his danger.

Martin Septim

Remember, the portal closes behind you. Anything you need, carry it with you.

Martin Septim
I'll have the ritual ready in the Great Hall when you arrive. Farewell.

Quest updated: Great Gate

Daedric magic
Mysterium Xarxes
Oblivion Gate
I have everything necessary for the ritual to use the Narcos to open a portal to Comoran’s Paradise.

Martin Septim

Remember, the portal will close behind you, so you will need to take everything you need.

Martin Septim
I have everything in place for the ritual. I'll open the portal whenever you're ready.

Martin Septim
I don't know what you'll find in Camoran's Paradise.

Martin Septim

I do know the portal I create through the Mysterium Xarxes ritual will close behind you. You'll have to find another way back.

Martin Septim
I believe that Mankar Camoran acts as the "anchor" for Paradise, just as a sigil stone anchors an Oblivion gate in place.

Martin Septim

Kill Mankar Camoran, and you will unmake his Paradise.

Martin Septim
Ritualen 8

Shall I open the portal to Paradise? Are you ready?

Martin Septim

Ritualen 9

Yes, open the portal to Paradise.
I'm not ready yet.

Martin Septim
Farewell, my friend. Our fate is in your hands. Bring back the Amulet of Kings.

Brace yourself.

Ritualen 10

Ritualen 11
Ritualen 14

I have arrived in Camoran's Paradise. The portal closed behind me. I must find Mankar Camoran, kill him and recover the Amulet of Kings.

Continue
Ritualen 16

So, the cat’s paw of the Septima arrives at Loch.

Ritualen 17

You didn’t think you could take me unaware, here of all places in the paradise that I created?
Ritualen 18

Look now upon my paradise, Qajar Alata, in the old tongue. A vision of the past... and the future.

Ritualen 19

So you found your way to Qajar Alata at last. Don't we have enough troubles here, without you adding to them?

Ascended Immortal
Leave us alone. Your quarrel is with Mankar Camoran, not us poor fools.

Ascended Immortal

Ritualen 20

Galar Alone

Ritualen 21
Gaiar Alata is the Master's name for this place. We usually just call it Paradise.

This is the Savage Garden. At the top of that mountain lies the Terrace of Dawn, which leads up to Mankar Camoran's palace... Carac Agaialor.
Beneath the mountain lies the Forbidden Grotto, the only way out of the Savage Garden.

Ascended Immortal

Ritualen 24

Ritualen 25
Ritualen 26

Everyone here died in the Master's service. As the Master promised, we are now immortal, like the daedra.

Ritualen 27

But our life here is a nightmare. The creatures of the Garden torment us endlessly. When they kill us, we are soon reborn and the cycle begins again.
No one has yet found a way to leave the Garden, except those few given the Bands of the Chosen and allowed to enter the Forbidden Grotto.

Ascii: Ascended Immortal

Ritualen 28
The only way out of the Savage Garden.

Ascended Immortal

Only those wearing the Bands of the Chosen may enter the Forbidden Grotto, but they never return, so we don’t know what fate awaits them.

Ascended Immortal
Ritualen 32

"Bands of the Chosen"
Forbidden Grotto
Gailar Alata
Savage Garden

Ascended Immortal

Ritualen 33

"Only those wearing the Bands can enter the Forbidden Grotto. No one who enters the Grotto ever returns."

Ascended Immortal
Ritualen 34

Leaving me in peace.

Ritualen 35

Behold the Savage Garden, where my disciples are tempered for a higher destiny, to rule over Tamriel Reborn.
If you are truly the hero of destiny, as I hope,
the Garden will not hold you for long.

Lift your eyes to Garad Agmadar, my seat at
the pinnacle of Paradise. I shall await you
there.
You did not expect to see me again, did you? You have no grasp of the power that my father has at his command.

You think you can stop us? Soon Mebhunco Pagon will walk upon Hamriel for the first time since the Mythic Age, and our victory will be complete.
Ritualen 42

Come, my father is waiting to welcome you to Carac Aghalor.

Ruma Camoran

Ritualen 43

So here you are at last. The lackey of the Septim pretender. You still think you have a chance, don't you?

Raven Camoran
We knew you would find your way here eventually, but it is of no consequence.

You should not keep my father waiting any longer. He expected you hours ago. Come, you came here to see him, did you not?
I have waited a long time for you, Champion of Old Tamriel.

You are the last gasp of a dying age. You breathe the stale air of false hope.
How little you understand! You cannot stop Lord Dagon.

The walls between our worlds are crumbling. The Mythic Dawn grows nearer with every rift in the firmament.
Soon, very soon, the lines now blurred will be erased. Tamriel and Oblivion rejoined! The Mythic Age reborn!

Lord Dagon shall walk Tamriel again. The world shall be remade. The new age shall rise from the ashes of the old.
My vision shall be realized. Weakness will be purged from the world, and mortal and immortal alike purified in the refiner's fire.

The long duel with the Septims is over, and I have the mastery.
The Emperor is dead. The Amulet of Kings is mine.

And the last defender of the last ragged Septim stands before me, in the heart of my power.
Ritualen 58

Let us see who at last has proved the stronger!

Ritualen 59

Quest updated

Paradise
4th of Frost Fall, 3E433
I found Mankar Camoran in his palace of Carac Aqaisalor. Now I must kill him and take the Amulet of Kings back to Tamriel.

Continue
Ritualen 60

I killed Mankar Camoran. Upon his death, the Paradise he had created dissolved around me, and I found myself back in Cloud Ruler Temple with the Amulet of Kings in my hand. I must give the Amulet to Martin.

Continue
Slutet 1

Slutet 2
Slutet 3

Martin Septim

Manbar Cameron is dead.

Slutet 4

Martin Septim

You did it. You defeated him. Then you have it... you have the Amulet of Minga?
Here. The Amulet belongs to you.

Belongs to me? The Amulet of Ningir?
So you and Sunfroe have said, if it is true, if the Emperor really was my father, then I should be able to wear it.

Martin Septim

Only those of the Septim blood can wear the Amulet of Kings.

Martin Septim
Slutet 9

Put on the Amulet, your Majesty.

Martin Septim

Slutet 10

Yes, of course. What am I waiting for?

Martin Septim
Slutet 11

After all, this is my destiny. No man can deny his destiny.

Martin Septim

Slutet 12

Quest updated: Paradise

You see, you are Uriel’s son.

Martin Septim
You see, you are Uriel's son.

I didn't really need the Amulet to tell me that. I've known it was true since you first told me back in Kvatch.
But it is one thing to talk of becoming Emperor, and quite another to actually be the Emperor.

You are the Emperor.
Slutet 17

Not yet. Until we light the Dragonfires, the gates are open, and Gehnroes Dagon’s invasion continues.

Slutet 18

While you were gone, I sent a messenger to Chancellor Drato. He waits for us in the Imperial City.
Why meet Dento?

Chancellor Pento is the head of the Elder Council. The Council rules in the Emperor's absence.
I don't expect any objections from the Elder Council, but we should defer to their authority.

Martin Septim

Let's go to the Imperial City at once, before the enemy can recover from Mankar Camoran's death.

Martin Septim
Welcome to the Imperial Palace.

Quest updated

Light the Dragonfires

We have arrived in the Elder Council Chamber. I must formally present Martin’s claim to Chancellor Ocalo, the head of the Elder Council.

Continue
I have been expecting you. The full Council has already considered the matter of Martin's claim to the Imperial Throne in detail.

High Chancellor Orito

Martin Septim, on behalf of the Elder Council, I accept your claim to the Imperial Throne. We should arrange the coronation ceremony as soon as...
Chancellor Ocelot! Chancellor Ocelot! The city is under attack! Oblivion Gates have opened, and daedra are inside the walls! The guard is overwhelmed!
Courage, soldier. We have an Emperor again.

Your Highness, what are your orders? Shall the Guard fall back to the Palace?
No, if we let ourselves get besieged in the Palace we're doomed. We must get to the Temple of the One immediately.

As you command, sir. Guards! Form up and protect the Emperor! To the Temple of the One!
Quest updated

Light the Dragonfires
4th of Frost Fall, 3643

The Imperial City is under attack! Oblivion Gates have opened all over the city and daedra are pouring out! I must escort Martin safely to the Temple of the One where he can light the Dragonfires, close the Oblivion Gates, and save the city.

Continue
Quest updated

Light the Dragonfires
4th of Frost Fall, 3643

Mehrunes Dagon is here! The barriers between Oblivion and Tamriel have been destroyed! Our only hope now is to somehow defeat Mehrunes Dagon and cast him back into Oblivion. Perhaps Martin will know what to do.

Continue
We're too late... Mehrunes Dagon is here!

Martin Septim

Lighting the Dragonfires will no longer save us... the barriers that protected us from Oblivion are gone...

Martin Septim
Can we cast him back into Oblivion?

I don't see how... mortal weapons may hurt him, but now that he is physically here in Tamriel, they have no power to actually destroy him.
What about the Amulet of Kings?

Wait. Yes. The Amulet was given to mortals by Akatosh... It contains his divine power...
But how to use this power against Dagon? The Amulet was not intended as a weapon...

...I have an idea. One last hope. I must reach the Dragonfires in the Temple of the One.

Martin Septim
But you said it was no use...

You'll just have to trust me. I now know what I was born to do. But I'll need your help. I have to get past Mehrunes Dagon, somehow.
Slutet 47

I'll get you to the Temple.

Martin Septim

Slutet 48

Then I'll do the rest.

Martin Septim
Slutet 49

Slutet 50
I do what I must do. I cannot stay to rebuild Tamriel. That task falls to others.

Martin Septim

Farewell. You've been a good friend, in the short time that I've known you.

Martin Septim
But now I must go. The Dragon waits.

Martin Septim
What happened? Where's Martin? I must congratulate him! Mehrunes Dagon is defeated! Cast back into Oblivion! We've won!

High Chancellor Ocato
Martin is gone.

What do you mean, gone?
We saw the Temple dome explode, the avatar of Akatosh appear... that was Martin?

High Chancellor Ocato

Yes. He shattered the Amulet...

High Chancellor Ocato
The joined blood of kings and gods. The Amulet of Kings. The divine power of Akatosh.

High Chancellor Ocato

...and Martin's blood, too...

High Chancellor Ocato
Then Martin is gone...

But the gates are sealed.
Yes, sealed forever. Mehrunes Dagon and his ilk can never threaten Tamriel again.

High Chancellor Ocato

Martin is dead. But he died an emperor, and a hero to rival Tiber Septim.

High Chancellor Ocato
What about the Empire?

This victory is not without cost. We've lost Martin Septim. What an emperor he might have made.
His sacrifice was necessary, but it leaves the Empire without an emperor.

High Chancellor Ocato

I don’t know what happens now. There are troubled times ahead for the Empire.

High Chancellor Ocato
But now is not the time to worry about the future. Let's just give thanks that we're alive.

High Chancellor Ocato

The dragon will stand forever as a memorial to what you and Martin did for all of Tamriel.
Slutet 85

I can’t believe it’s over... that giant demon... the Dragon... what happened? Have we won?